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Linear Chain Carbon (LCC) (sp1 –Carbon) can 
be prepared by means of pulsed carbon plasma 
condensation in vacuum as film material and by 
chemical method as fibers [1]. Film structure of 
two-dimensionally ordered linearly-chain carbon 
represents parallel chains of carbon atoms in sp1 –
state, packed in layers which are in a random 
manner shifted between. Carbon chains are 
oriented normally to the substrate and the surface 
of a film.   

On the crystal lattice, interatomic distances and 
atomic structure the LCC film material radically 
differs from all known carbon materials. In certain 
respects LCC strongly resemble films of  tubulenes 
and can be presented as a limiting case of the 
tubulene film consisting of nanotubes which 
diameters are equal to a diameter of carbon atom. 
It, in particular, is shown that tubulene zone 
structure consists of several one-dimensional 
subzones. At trending to the specified limit there is 
left only one one-dimensional subzone. The 
chemical bond between carbon atoms changes 
from sp2 to sp1, and we obtain fundamentally new 
one-dimensional modification of carbon with one 
one-dimensional electronic zone while the 
tubulene films are the quasi-one-dimensional 
material in which the quantity of one-dimensional 
zones increases at increase of the nanotube in 
diameter.  

Strong anisotropy of electrical conductivity is 
the exclusive characteristic of LCC, connected 
with its regular structure: the electrical 
conductivity along chains is by six orders of 
magnitude higher, than in all other directions. The 
features of structure LCC allow to lower work 
function of electron escape and by that to ensure 
high emission properties of a material that solves a 
problem of highly effective emitter creation. 

Such of a film, in essence, represent the system 
of quantum strings and open perspective of new 
solid-state electronics creation − electronics of 
one-dimensional systems. Unique property of such 
LCC films is anisotropy of their physical 
properties. The quantum conductivity exists along 
chains − electron motion is ballistic; it takes place 
without a dispersion, as in vacuum. The resistance 
of a film across chains is by 6 orders of magnitude 

higher higher. This opens the perspective of 
ballistic solid-state electronics creation, the 
physical principles of which correspond to vacuum 
emission electronics, where LCC film is the 
analogue of vacuum medium. Ballistic solid-state 
electronics will save in itself advantages of the 
vacuum electronics – high speed and absence of 
noise - and improve qualities of the solid-state 
microelectronics – opportunity of minituarization 
(practically boundless - up to an atomic level) and 
integration.  

LCC is possible to dope or intercalate for 
change of its electrical, mechanical and optical 
properties, thus there appears an one-dimensional 
semi-conductor or metal dependence of 
conductivity on temperature. On the basis of LCC 
films it is possible to create active and passive 
electronic components, such as diodes and 
transistors.  

In the report are considered ballistic and 
semiconductive models of the devices which have 
been carried out on a basis of LCC. 

Anisotropy of LCC films and their quantum 
conductivity along the chains open their one more 
unique property – abnormally high, oriented 
secondary electron emission, that allows to pdesign 
such electronic devices as electron multipliers, 
secondary emission cathodes etc. 

The tests have revealed a number of extremely 
valuable properties of LCC [2]. The process of 
LCC deposition takes place at low temperatures 
(20-200o С), that allows to cover various polymers 
(polythene, polyurethane, etc.), elastic materials 
(rubber, silicon etc.), semiconductors, metals, 
ceramics, glass and other materials. Samples of 
rubber covered by LCC films were tested including 
stretching for 300 % and numerous deformations − 
the cover has sustained these tests without any 
damages or deformations. No cracks or 
stratifications were noticed. The fantastic elasticity 
and flexibility LCC is unique and has the large 
practical value. 

Low friction factor (0.1 - 0.2), smooth and 
elastic surface of LCC films and their ideal 
coupling with a surface of any materials specify 
their wide application opportunity on mechanical 
characteristics. In a course of tests the LCC 
covering could be deleted from a surface only 
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together with particles of a substance making the 
surface: adhesion of LCC films to a substrate is 
higher, than bond between atoms in the substrate.  

The densely packed structure of sp1-chains of 
carbon consisting of parallel chains is a perfect 
command surface for oriented deposition of fibers 
and lipids molecules, since the distance between 
chains equal to 4.8-5.15A coincides with 
intermolecular distances of organic molecules 
majority. Other words, it sets primary orientation 
of biological molecules in live organisms that is 
quite important for maintenance of ideal 
biocompatibility.  

Besides the focused layers of sp1-carbon are 
capable to change the lattice parameter, i.e. are 
labile, pass ions and molecules of liquids, working 
as the molecular filters. Last property is explained 
by weak Wan der Waals interaction of chains 
between themselves that allows them to move 
apart at interaction with molecules and ions. This 
property creates an affinity between LCC with 
alive organism, in which Wan der Waals 
interaction alongside with hydrogen bonds are a 
basis of their structure.    

The covering of surface by LCC  gives to it 
exclusive thromboresistance, bacteriostaticity and 
allows to improve biocompatibility of medical 
implants and devices, reduces risk of formation of 
blood clots, tearing away of an implant, 
inflammation development. Among prospective 
directions of such coverings use − devices for 
cardiovascular system, orthopedic and tooth 
implants, artificial crystalline lenses, soft-tissue 
implants of имплантаты soft fabrics, surgical 
needles and threads.  

Conclusions 
Thus, the research results of electric 

conductivity, cold emission, doping of with LCC 
films various atoms, enable creations on their basis 
of essentially new electronic devices. 

 Active electronic devices, the mechanical and 
biological properties of sp1 – carbon have shown 
that it has a wide field of application in carbon 
microelectronics, industry, medicine, power. 
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